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 Calcitonin gene–related peptide monoclonal antibodies, a targeted 

treatment for migraine prevention, are effective and safe. To explore the 

practicality and tolerability of erenumab in Thailand, a retrospective study, 

preliminary report was conducted on patients with migraine at the 

Chulalongkorn Comprehensive Headache Center, King Chulalongkorn 

Memorial Hospital. All patients with migraine aged 18 years or older and 

treated with erenumab were included. Data was gathered from standardized 

patient–record forms, electronic medical records, headache diaries, and the 

Thai-version of the Migraine–Specific Quality of Life questionnaire 

version 2.1 and the Migraine Disability Assessment questionnaire. Of the 

16 patients, 12 completed the first three-month injections. Most of them 

failed at least three preventive medications. Three patients with high–

frequency episodic migraine had a 33% achievement of a 50% responder 

rate but no consistent response, and nine patients with chronic migraine and 

chronic migraine with medication–overuse headache had 67–100% and 33–

75% achievement of a 30% and 50% responder rate, respectively. Three 

patients with no or fluctuating responses increased to erenumab 140 mg 

with responsiveness. The majority of patients with medication–overuse 

headaches had no detoxification procedures in place, and they all reverted 

to non-medication overuse. Patients were tolerable to the erenumab, which 

is practical and effective for migraine prevention. A dose of 140 mg should 

be started in patients who have resisted conventional preventive treatments. 

A detoxification procedure might not be necessary, but needs more research 

as well as an optimal duration for continuation of this class of medicine. 

 

 

 

   

 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial 4.0 

International License. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Migraine is a disabling neurological disease [1]. If monthly migraine days (MMDs) are at least four days, 

treatment for episodic migraine (EM) aims to stop the pain and associated symptoms while also preventing 

recurrent attacks [2], [3]. Treatment aims to prevent future attacks for chronic migraine (CM) patients [2]. In 

the past, all preventive medications for EM were administered by oral route. However, for CM, only oral 

topiramate and onabotulinumtoxinA injection are approved. The current oral migraine prevention has adverse 
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drug reactions and various contraindications [4], which lead to noncompliance with long–term treatment [5]. 

OnabotulinumtoxinA has local side effects, especially cosmetic issues. Migraine prevention reduces the 

frequency and severity of migraine attacks, improves responsiveness to, and avoids escalation of acute 

treatments that cause medication–overuse headaches (MOH). Nowadays, migraine prevention by parenteral 

route is available and well accepted in western countries. These products are monoclonal antibodies acting 

on calcitonin gene–related peptide (CGRP) such as galcanezumab, fremanezumab, and eptinezumab or the 

CGRP receptor, including erenumab [6]. CGRP has been identified as a potent ligand in migraine 

pathophysiology [7]. From randomized controlled trials, all parenteral forms of CGRP treatment significantly 

reduce MMDs [8], have few adverse events, and good compliance profiles [9]. 

 

In Thailand, a 70 mg erenumab dose has been approved by the Thai Food Drug Administration (FDA) and 

has been available for use since August 2019. The 140 mg dose was most recently approved for use in 2020. 

This erenumab is for self–injection, but in Thailand, it is only available at hospitals and physician–led care 

services. Patients in need of treatment will receive injections at hospitals or care services.   

 

1.1 Study point 

The point of this study is to explore the practicality and tolerability of erenumab at the Chulalongkorn 

Comprehensive Headache Center in the context of Thai patients. 

 

1.2 Study Methods 

This was a retrospective study, preliminary report conducted at the Chulalongkorn Comprehensive Headache 

Center, King Chulalongkorn Memorial Hospital, Faculty of Medicine, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand 

between November 2019 and December 2020. All patients who were diagnosed as migraine and migraine 

subtypes classified as EM, CM, and CM with MOH according to the International Classification of Headache 

Disorders, Third Edition [10], aged at least 18 years old and had received at least one injection of erenumab, 

were recruited to this study.   

 

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Faculty of Medicine, Chulalongkorn 

University [IRB No.079/64].  

 

1.3 Erenumab treatment 

The indication for erenumab treatment according to a guideline of the Thai Headache Study Forum for EM 

with 4–7 MMDs, so–called low–frequency EM, was the following: inability to tolerate due to side effects or 

inadequate response to oral standard migraine prevention, two or more drugs with a severe disability score of 

at least 21 assessed by the Migraine Disability Assessment (MIDAS) questionnaire. The indications for EM 

with 8–14 MMDs, so–called high–frequency EM, and for CM were followed by the indications from the 

American Headache Society [2]. 

 

1.4 Data gathering 

Practical usage data at a personal level was gathered from the following data sources to minimize related bias: 

1) a standardized patient record form for baseline data of age, gender, and history of migraine and migraine 

subtypes diagnosed by the first author (TA); 2) electronic medical records for baseline data of previous 

unsuccessful standard preventive treatments retrieved by the first author (TA); 3) a headache diary to track 

treatment response, including MMDs or monthly headache days (MHDs), pain score measured using a 

numerical rating scale, and frequency of headaches prospectively recorded by patients; 4) the Thai–version 

MIDAS questionnaire [11] and the Thai–version of the Migraine–Specific Quality of Life Questionnaire 

version 2.1 (Thai–version MSQ v. 2.1) [12] administered by patients to track treatment response in terms of 
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disability and migraine–related quality of life, respectively.  

 

Concerning the FDA, inhibition of the CGRP pathway could theoretically attenuate compensatory 

vasodilation. A review study on the vascular safety of erenumab revealed that hypertension as a treatment–

emergent vascular adverse event accounted for 2.3/100 patients–year during any exposure to erenumab [13]. 

Recently, a report found 61 erenumab–linked hypertension cases submitted to the FDA Adverse Event 

Reporting System and found that forty–one cases were associated with serious outcomes according to 

regulatory criteria, including seven cases that specified hospitalization [14].   

 

In terms of concerns in Europe, the European Medicines Agency released an assessment report of erenumab 

including adverse events [15] and usage criteria for adverse events according to the Common Terminology 

Criteria for Adverse Events [16]. This agency reported laboratory values of at least grade 3 of creatine kinase 

or liver function tests following erenumab treatment, which accounted for 3.5% [15].  

 

From a Thai standpoint, not on a global level, CGRP also binds to the amylin 1 receptor, theoretically 

affecting pancreatic cells [7]. 

 

Blood pressure (BP) monitoring with an automated blood pressure device measured by attending nurses or 

nurse–aids and related laboratory results were collected from electronic medical records.   

 

1.5 Statistical analysis 

Descriptive statistics were applied to the data summary. The mean and standard deviation were for continuous 

data and proportions for categorical data. The number of erenumab injections was summarized as median, 

interquartile range, and range span (minimum to maximum). A 30% or 50% responder rate was defined as a 

30% or 50% reduction in MMDs or MHDs from baseline, respectively. In CM, one of the diagnostic criteria 

according to the International Classification of Headache Disorders, Third Edition is headaches 15 or more 

days per month for more than 3 months, and another criterion is at least eight headache days per month 

fulfilling migraine headache criteria [10]. This study did not classify headaches in CM as migraines; therefore, 

they were reported as MHDs. A paired t-test was used to test for a difference in mean, including MMDs and 

MHDs, Thai–version MIDAS score, Thai–version MSQ v. 2.1, and BP in each patient between two occasions, 

and repeated measure analysis of variance was used to test for a difference between more than two occasions. 

A p–value of 0.05 was applied for statistical significance. Patients who missed scheduled visits would be 

asked for reasons and for missing information when visiting. Finally, missing data was excluded. The sample 

size calculation for this report was not applied, but all eligible patients were included. 

 

*MMDs: monthly migraine days, EM: episodic migraine, CM: chronic migraine, MOH: medication–overuse 

headache, CGRP: calcitonin gene–related peptide, FDA: Food Drug Administration, MIDAS: Migraine 

Disability Assessment, MHDs: monthly headache days, MSQ: Migraine–Specific Quality of Life 

Questionnaire, BP: blood pressure 

 

2. Results 

 

2.1 Practicality 

Of the 16 patients receiving erenumab, 11 (69%) were sub–classified as CM and CM with MOH (Table 1). 

Patients with CM were the youngest and had the shortest history of migraine compared to those with EM and 

CM with MOH. Patients with CM and CM with MOH were more male-proportionate than those with EM. 

All EM patients were classified as having high–frequency EM with a mean MMD of 10.2 (SD 1.8). The mean 
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MHDs in CM and CM with MOH were nearly the same, at about 24 days. In terms of ineffectiveness or 

intolerability, about 94% of overall patients failed two or more preventive treatments, and 69% or 63% were 

unsuccessful with three to eight preventive treatments or at least three drug classes, respectively. There were 

no differences in failed preventive treatments among EM, CM, and CM with MOH. Preventive treatment 

drug classes included antidepressants, antiepileptics, beta–blockers, calcium channel blockers, and 

onabotulinumtoxinA. The most common preventive treatment failures were topiramate, amitriptyline, and 

flunarizine (Table 1). For all patients, the median number of erenumab injections was 4.5 (IQR 5.8; range 

span 1–13); 5 (IQR 5.5; range span 1–7) for EM; 4 (IQR 7.5; range span 1–13) for CM; and 8 (IQR 6.5; range 

span 2–10) for CM with MOH patients. Patients who had completed their first three injections were 75% in 

overall migraine, 60% in EM, 83% in CM, and 80% in CM with MOH. For each individual, twenty–eight of 

forty (70%) were injected on the due date as scheduled. The remaining 30% had unscheduled shots due to 

scheduling conflicts.  

 

2.2 High–frequency EM 

Three (60%) of the five cases with high–frequency EM who received at least one erenumab injection 

completed their first three injections without a significant reduction in mean MMDs from baseline at any 

point after injection, including the fifth (Table 2).  However, only 33% of patients met a 50% responder rate 

after the second injection but did not consistently respond after the fifth injection, and only 33% of patients 

met a 30% responder rate after the first injection and persistently responded after the fifth injection. One 

patient did not achieve a 30% or 50% responder rate and was increased to erenumab 140 mg with a 50% 

responder rate. Other treatment responses, such as mean change in pain score, Thai–version MIDAS score, 

and Thai-version MSQ v. 2.1, did not show statistically significant differences at any point of measurements.    

 

2.3 CM and CM with MOH 

Nine (82%) of the eleven cases with CM and CM with MOH who received at least one erenumab injection 

completed their first three injections with a significant reduction in mean MHDs from baseline at any point 

after the first injection (Table 3). A 30% and 50% responder rate were detected after the first injection, with 

78% and 44% of the patients, respectively. The percentage of patients who achieved either a 30% or 50% 

responder rate fluctuated over time. Other treatment responses, including the mean change in Thai–version 

MSQ v. 2.1, were significant improvements at any point after injections, but the mean change in pain score 

and in Thai–version MIDAS score were not significantly reduced. One patient with a fluctuating 50% 

responder rate and one patient with no response increased to erenumab 140 mg with a 50% responder rate. 

 

Table 1. Baseline age, gender, and clinical migraine characteristics of all of the 16 patients 

Baseline age, gender, and 

clinical migraine characteristics 

Overall (16) EM (5) CM and CM 

with MOH (11) 

CM (6) CM with 

MOH (5) 

Mean age, year (SD)  46.3 (9.9) 54.4 (7.1) 42.5 (8.9) 39.2 (8.9) 46.6 (7.8) 

Female gender, n (%)  13 (81) 5 (100) 8 (62) 5 (83) 3 (60) 

Mean history of migraine, year 

(SD)  
17.1 (9.7) 24.0 (8.2) 14.0 (8.9) 8.3 (6.5) 20.8 (6.3) 

Mean baseline MMDs/MHDs 

(SD) (range) 
20.1 (7.7) 

(8-28) 

10.2 (1.8) 

(8-12) 
24.5 (4.2) 

(18-28) 

24.3 (4.5) 

(18-28) 

24.8 (4.4) 

(20-28) 

Numbers of previous unsuccessful standard preventive treatment, n (%) 

     One  1 (6) 0 (0) 1 (9) 0 (0) 1 (20) 

     Two 4 (25) 1 (20) 3 (27) 2 (33) 1 (20) 

     Three 4 (25) 1 (20) 3 (27) 2 (33) 1 (20) 

     Four  3 (19) 2 (40) 1 (9) 0 (0) 1 (20) 

     Five  3 (19) 1 (20) 2 (18) 1 (17) 1 (20) 

     Eight  1 (6) 0 (0) 1 (9) 1 (17) 0 (0) 

Numbers of previous unsuccessful standard preventive drug classes, n (%) 
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     One  1 (6) 0 (0) 1 (9) 0 (0) 1 (20) 

     Two 5 (31) 2 (40) 3 (27) 2 (33) 1 (20) 

     Three 4 (25) 1 (20) 3 (27) 2 (33) 1 (20) 

     Four  5 (31) 2 (40) 3 (27) 1 (17) 2 (40) 

     Five  1 (6) 0 (0) 1 (9) 1 (17) 0 (0) 

Previous unsuccessful preventive drugs, n (%) 

     Topiramate 14 (88) 4 (80) 10 (91) 5 (83) 5 (100) 

     Amitriptyline 11 (69) 4 (80) 7 (64) 4 (67) 3 (60) 

     Flunarizine 9 (56) 3 (60) 6 (55) 3 (50) 3 (60) 

     Propranolol 7 (44) 3 (60) 4 (36) 2 (33) 2 (40) 

     Nortriptyline 5 (31) 3 (60) 1 (9) 1 (17) 0 (0) 

     Valproic acid 4 (25) 1 (20) 3 (27) 2 (33) 1 (20) 

     Metoprolol 3 (19) 0 (0) 3 (27) 3 (50) 0 (0) 

     Atenolol 1 (6) 0 (0) 1 (9) 0 (0) 1 (20) 

     Venlafaxine 1 (6) 0 (0) 1 (9) 1 (17) 0 (0) 

     Duloxetine 1 (6) 0 (0) 1 (9) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

Previous unsuccessful 

onabotulinumtoxinA, n (%) 
1 (6) 0 (0) 1 (9) 1 (17) 0 (0) 

Median number of erenumab 

injections (IQR) 
4.5 (5.8) 5.0 (5.5) 4.0 (6.0) 4 (7.5) 8 (6.5) 

Completed their first three 

injections, n (%) 
12 (75) 3 (60) 9 (82) 5 (83) 4 (80) 

CM = chronic migraine; EM = episodic migraine; IQR = interquartile range; MHDs = monthly headache days; MMDs 

= monthly migraine days; MOH = medication-overuse headache; SD = standard deviation 

 

Of the five cases in CM with MOH, 60% had eletriptan–overuse, 40% had opioid–overuse, 20% had 

ergotamine–overuse, and 40% had two drug classes of medication–overuse. Eighty percent of patients did 

not have withdrawal of overused medication and detoxification before or during erenumab injections, with 

the exception of one patient with opioid overuse who had only an improvement in pain score after 

detoxification. The mean change in MHDs from baseline was significantly detected after the second injection, 

but the response was inconsistent (Table 4). A 30% and 50% responder rate were inconsistent responses over 

the treatment periods. The pain score decreased over the three–month period but did not reach statistical 

significance. All patients with MOH no longer had medication overuse. 

 

Table 2. Monthly treatment response of high-frequency EM in patients with completed their first three 

injections 

Monthly treatment 

response 

Baseline 

(3) 

After first 

injection (3) 

After second 

injection (3) 

After third 

injection (3) 

After 

fourth 

injection 

(3) 

After fifth 

injection 

(3) 

Mean MMDs (SD) 9.7 (2.1) 8.3 (3.2) 9.3 (6.0) 10.0 (6.0) 8.7 (6.1) 7.7 (1.5) 

Mean change in 

MMDs from baseline 

(SD) 

- -1.3 (4.0) 

(NS) 

-0.3 (4.2) 

(NS) 

+0.3 (4.0) 

(NS) 

-1.0 (4.4) 

(NS) 

-2.0 (2.0) 

(NS) 

>30 % responder rates - 33% 33% 33% 33% 33% 

>50 % responder rates - 0 33% 33% 33% 0% 

Mean pain score, NRS 

(SD) 

5.3 (1.5) 5.3 (1.5) 5.3 (1.5) 5.0 (1.7) 4.3 (1.5) 4.3 (1.5) 

Mean change in pain 
score from baseline, 

NRS (SD) 

- 0 (NS) 0 (NS) -0.3 (0.6) 
(NS) 

-1.0 (1.0) 
(NS) 

-1.0 (1.0) 
(NS) 

Mean Thai-version 

MIDAS score (SD) 

3.0 (4.4) - - 2.3 (4.0) NA NA 
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Mean change in 

MIDAS score from 

baseline (SD) 

- - - -0.7 (0.6) 

(NS) 

NA NA 

Mean Thai-version 

MSQ v. 2.1 (SD) 

52.7 (24.2) 55.0 (22.5) 58.7 (20.8) 57.7 (22.5) NA NA 

Mean Change in MSQ 

v. 2.1 from baseline 

(SD) 

- +2.3 (4.7) 

(NS) 

+6.0 (7.8) 

(NS) 

+5.0 (7.2) 

(NS) 

NA NA 

EM = episodic migraine; MIDAS = Migraine Disability Assessment questionnaire; MMDs = monthly migraine days; 

MSQ v. 2.1 = Migraine-Specific Quality of Life Questionnaire version 2.1; NA = not applicable; NRS = numerical 

rating scale; NS = no statistical significance; SD = standard deviation 

 

2.4 Tolerability   

General concerns: injection site pain was reported in two cases; constipation was reported in one case; and 

feeling transient numbness in the injected arm was reported in one case.  

 

For FDA concern due to hypertension, BP was monitored at 30 minutes immediately after the first injection 

in nine patients (56%). The mean systolic BP was 0.6 mmHg higher than the baseline of 118.4 (SD 14.0) 

mmHg without statistical significance, yielding a p–value of 0.82. The mean diastolic BP was 5.6 mmHg 

higher than the baseline of 73.1 (SD 7.5) mmHg without statistical significance, yielding a p–value of 0.10. 

During the period of injections, 86 occasions were monitored without statistical differences, a p–value of 0.47 

in each individual among repeated measures of BP (Table 5). 

 

For European concerns, laboratory abnormalities were observed in three cases; two with transient grade 1 and 

grade 2 serum creatine kinase level elevations and one with grade 1 and grade 2 serum aspartate 

aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase level elevations, respectively, and returning to normal within 

two to four weeks.   

 

In the Thai population, concerns about pancreatic cells were observed in one case with grade 1 serum amylase 

level elevation and awaited next visits.  

 

Table 3. Monthly treatment response of CM and CM with MOH in patients with completed their first three 

injections 

Monthly 

treatment 

response 

Baseline (9) After first 

injection (9) 

After 

second 

injection (9) 

After third 

injection (9) 

After fourth 

injection (7) 

After fifth 

injection (4) 

Mean MHDs (SD) 24.2 (4.5) 14.7 (8.9) 11.1 (7.4) 14.6 (8.4) 14.6 (7.9) 11.3 (2.9) 

Mean change in 

MHDs from BL 

(SD) 

- -9.6 

(6.1)** 

-13.1 

(6.2)*** 

-9.7 

(5.7)** 

-11.1 

(7.3)** 

-14.8 

(5.3)* 

>30 % responder 

rates 

- 78% 78% 67% 71% 100% 

>50 % responder 
rates 

- 44% 67% 33% 43% 75% 

Mean pain score, 

NRS (SD) 

6.4 (1.9) 5.8 (2.0) 6.0 (1.7) 5.0 (1.6) 6.0 (1.8) 6.0 (0.8) 

Mean change in 

pain score from 

BL, NRS (SD) 

- -0.7 (1.8) 

(NS) 

-0.4 (2.3) 

(NS) 

-1.4 (2.6) 

(NS) 

-0.8 (3.3) 

(NS) 

(1 missing) 

0.8 (0.5) 

(NS) 

Mean Thai-version 

MIDAS score (SD) 

7.2 (13.1) - - 3.0 (3.7) 

(1 missing) 

NA NA 
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Mean change in 

MIDAS score from 

BL (SD) 

- - - 0.0 (2.6) 

(NS) 

NA NA 

Mean Thai-version 

MSQ v. 2.1 (SD) 

43.3 (19.7) 56.7 (27.1) 62.4 (14.4) 63.8 (13.1) NA NA 

Mean Change in 

MSQ v. 2.1 from 

BL (SD) 

- 15.1 

(13.3)** 

(2 missing) 

19.6 

(13.4)** 

(1 missing) 

21.0 

(13.7)** 

(1 missing) 

NA NA 

BL = baseline; CM = chronic migraine; MHDs = monthly headache days; MIDAS = Migraine Disability Assessment 

questionnaire; MOH = medication-overuse headache; MSQ v. 2.1 = Migraine-Specific Quality of Life Questionnaire 

version 2.1; NA = not applicable; NRS = numerical rating scale; NS = no statistical significance; SD = standard 
deviation; *<0.05; **<0.01; ***<0.001 

 

3. Discussion 

This study revealed a male preponderance in CM and CM with MOH that was reverted from literature. Female 

gender is a risk factor for chronic daily headache in adults [17] and young adolescents [18]. About two thirds 

of patients in this study failed three to eight standard oral preventive treatments or at least three drug classes 

in terms of ineffectiveness or intolerability prior to erenumab initiation, which would be defined as resistant 

migraine according to the definition of the European Headache Federation [19]. The European Headache 

Federation reached a consensus on the definition of “resistant migraine”, and one of the diagnostic criteria 

for the proposed definitions of resistant migraine is failure and/or contraindication to three drug classes with 

established evidence for migraine prevention [19]. The drug classes with established evidence for migraine 

prevention are the following: antidepressants, antiepileptics, beta–blockers, calcium channel blockers, 

angiotensin–converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin II receptors, onabotulinumtoxinA, and drugs acting 

on the CGRP pathway [19].  

 

Table 4. Monthly treatment response of CM with MOH in patients with completed their first three 

injections 

Monthly 

treatment 

response 

Baseline (4) After first 

injection (4) 

After 

second 

injection (4) 

After third 

injection (4) 

After fourth 

injection (3) 

After fifth 

injection (3) 

Mean MHDs 

(SD) 

24.0 (4.6) 13.0 (10.4) 8.3 (5.0) 12.3 (7.1) 10.7 (5.9) 12.5 (0;.7) 

(1 missing) 

Mean change in 

MHDs from BL 

(SD) 

- -11.0 (8.1) 

(NS) 

-15.8 

(3.4)** 

-11.8 

(6.1)* 

-14.7 

(1.5)** 

-11.5 (4.9) 

(NS) 

>30 % responder 

rates 

- 75% 100% 75% 100% 100% 

>50 % responder 

rates 

- 75% 75% 50% 67% 50% 

Mean pain score, 

NRS (SD) 

6.5 (2.6) 6.0 (2.9) 5.5 (1.7) 4.8 (1.9) 6.0 (1.0) 6.0 (1.4) 

(1 missing) 

Mean change in 
pain score from 

BL, NRS (SD) 

- -0.5 (1.3) 
(NS) 

-1.0 (1.4) 
(NS) 

-1.8 (3.0) 
(NS) 

-1.0 (3.6) 
(NS) 

0.5 (0.7) 
(NS) 

Mean Thai-

version MIDAS 

score (SD) 

12.3 (19.5) - - 2.0 (3.5) 

(1 missing) 

NA NA 

Mean change in 

MIDAS score 

from BL (SD) 

- - - -0.7 (1.2) 

(NS) 

NA NA 

Mean Thai-

version MSQ v. 

2.1 (SD) 

34.5 (25.0) 45.7 (39.7) 

(1 missing) 

60.0 (20.0) 

(1 missing) 

63.0 (21.1) 

(1 missing) 

NA NA 
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Mean Change in 

MSQ v. 2.1 from 

BL (SD) 

- 15.7 (21.8) 

(NS) 

30.0 (18.3) 

(NS) 

33.0 (15.4) 

(NS) 

NA NA 

BL = baseline; CM = chronic migraine; MHDs = monthly headache days; MIDAS = Migraine Disability 

Assessment questionnaire; MOH = medication-overuse headache; MSQ v. 2.1 = Migraine-Specific Quality of Life 

Questionnaire version 2.1; NA = not applicable; NRS = numerical rating scale; NS = no statistical significance; SD 

= standard deviation; *<0.05; **<0.01; ***<0.001 

 

The target outcome in this study was set at a 50% reduction in MMDs or MHDs for successful treatments of 

either EM or CM. In EM, a 50% reduction in migraine days is regarded as a relevant response to preventive 

treatment [20]. In the CM population, the International Headache Society released guidelines for controlled 

trials of preventive treatments, especially primary endpoints, including responder rate [21]. The responder 

rate has traditionally been defined as at least a 50% reduction of MMDs from baseline [21]. However, a 

responder rate of at least 30% reduction of MMDs or MHDs from baseline can be clinically meaningful [22].  

 

In this study, only 33% of patients with high–frequency EM who received all three injections achieved a 50% 

responder rate after the second injection, but this effect was inconsistent. One patient without any response 

at either a 30% or 50% responder rate was increased to erenumab 140 mg with a 50% responder rate. As well 

as in CM and CM with MOH, an achievement of either a 30% or 50% responder rate was inconsistent over 

time. Patients who had fluctuating responses or no responses were increased to erenumab 140 mg with a 50% 

responder rate. According to a study of high–frequency EM and CM patients, 70% of patients who did not 

have a 50% responder rate in the first three months had a delayed response from month 4 to month 6 [23]. 

Furthermore, patients did not consistently achieve a response rate of at least 30% for each month, and while 

80% of patients responded in at least one month, only 24% responded in all six months [23]. Continuing 

treatment for at least 6 months would be suggested due to delayed response and/or fluctuating response [23]. 

Studies also revealed that a higher dose of 140 mg had a greater improvement in MMDs/MHDs after patients 

increased the dose from 70 mg of erenumab if there was a lack of or partial response [24], [25]. A study with 

CM patients whose majority failed 5 to 9 preventive oral migraine treatments started with 140 mg of erenumab 

and 44% of patients achieved a 50% responder rate [26].  

 

Table 5. Blood pressure before each 4–week erenumab injection during the study period 

Before injection N Systolic BP: Mean (SD) mmHg Diastolic BP: Mean (SD) mmHg 

First 16 123.5 (18.2) 72.7 (9.4) 

Second  15 123.6 (18.8) 71.1 (11.0) 

Third  12 121.0 (14.7) 71.8 (12.3) 

Fourth  9 120.1 (11.4) 72.9 (8.8) 

Fifth 7 117.1 (17.8) 68.0 (13.2) 

Sixth 7 129.1 (18.5) 77.2 (11.8) 

Seventh 7 120.3 (10.9) 72.0 (10.5) 

Eighth 4 126.8 (10.1) 75.8 (6.7) 

Ninth 3 118.0 (1.7) 66.3 (3.5) 

Tenth 2 121.0 (2.8) 69.5 (3.5) 

Eleventh 2 128.5 (14.8) 77.5 (10.6) 

Twelfth 1 123.0 (0) 67.0 (0) 

Thirteen 1 116.0 (0) 56.0 (0) 

Total monitoring 86 

SD = standard deviation 

 

These results might also suggest the introduction of 140 mg erenumab at the initial treatment instead of the 

current 70 mg dose for resistant migraines and continuation for more than five or at least six injections, 

especially in patients with CM and MOH due to natural fluctuation in migraine frequency and late onset of 
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response [23]. Due to the single injection of erenumab 140 mg having the same cost as erenumab 70 mg and 

no difference in adverse drug effects, erenumab 140 mg would be initiated for all patients. The European 

Headache Federation guideline suggests the consideration of stopping treatment after 6–12 months of 

treatment [27]. The American Headache Society released criteria for continuation if there is at least a 50% 

reduction in mean MHDs, but there was no mention of the duration of continued injections [2]. 

 

In the CM with MOH, all five cases in this study did not receive or respond to the withdrawal or detoxification 

procedure before or in conjunction with erenumab initiation. After the first, second, and third injections, the 

majority of patients had 11, 15, and 11–day reductions in MHDs, respectively, with statistical significance, 

and 0.5, 1.0, and 1.8 reductions in pain score, respectively, with no statistical significance. Due to a reduction 

in headache frequency, the number of painkiller-taking days would be decreased. Moreover, due to a 

reduction in pain score, escalation of acute treatments would be unnecessary, all of which are effects of 

preventive medications and would lead to a conversion from medication–overuse to non–medication overuse. 

This might suggest that it is not necessary to have a detoxification procedure in patients with MOH. 

Withdrawal and detoxification procedures also cause adverse withdrawal symptoms. There have been two 

studies mentioned clearly on no detoxification procedure and patients with MOH still had migraine 

improvement during erenumab preventive treatment with a 62% and a 72% conversion from MOH to non–

medication overuse [28], [29]. 

 

All patients who completed the first three injections had a few changes in the Thai–version MIDAS score 

from baseline without statistical significance. However, mean changes from baseline of the Thai–version 

MSQ v. 2.1 were significant during the injections, especially in patients with CM and CM with MOH.   

 

This study revealed that 70% of the patients had on–time scheduled injections. If patients are unable to attend 

scheduled injections, they should be encouraged to self–inject in order to avoid a wearing–off effect. The 

wearing-off effect is defined as the reduced efficacy of a drug in the final weeks before the next scheduled 

dose [30]. There was a study reported that a wearing–off effect from self–reported was 35% of those who 

were on erenumab and 80% reported a wearing–off effect 1 week before the next injection [31].   

 

This erenumab treatment would be tolerable with acceptable side effects and a few transient adverse events. 

 

3.1 Constraint 

A limitation of the study was that it was a single-site study with a small number of patients, which would not 

have good generalizability. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Erenumab was effective, tolerable and practical for migraine prevention in patients with high–frequency EM, 

CM, and CM with MOH in Thailand. Erenumab was effective in patients who were unresponsive to at least 

two oral migraine preventives and should be started with 140 mg for the initial treatment of resistant migraine 

or for all patients due to a single injection with the same cost and no different adverse drug effects. A 

detoxification procedure might not be necessary for CM with MOH. Further studies should be conducted to 

elucidate the optimal duration for the continuation of this class of medicine and to confirm the unnecessary 

detoxification procedures in MOH. 
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